Evaluation of Lawyers

Evaluation of the cantonal JudgeVD

Bernard ABRECHT
Swiss (Vaudois) senior officer. He calls himself a cantonal «Judge». «Works» in
the palace of the Hermitage, route du Signal 8, 1014 Lausanne.

Home address:
rue du Vieux Bourg 1, 1096 Cully VD
Private phone: 021 799 18 52 - Phone work place: 021 321 44 22
Maritial Status: married with Catherine

Bernard ABRECHT
Unfortunatalle, we could not yet get hold of his photographe
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Bell at the entrance of the residence of the ABRECHT family

Shots of the residence of ALBRECHT

Entrance from the street side
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Northern facade
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Profile
Judge at the Vaudois cantonal court since June 26 2008 for the socialist Party, and
replacing federal Judge since 2014.
He is a Magistrate of bad reputation keeping discretion with the Mass Media.

Reference list (observations collected since the year 2000):
Number of negative references:

5

Number of positive references:

0

Some victims of corruption covered by ABRECHT:
- The affair of the real estate shark Patrice GALLAND:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_colelough-e.pdf

- The affair of Jakob GUTKNECHT :
www.worldcorruption.info/eng/gutknecht.htm

The author of these lines has had to deal 3 times with ABRECHT in a raw, who
has only disdain for human rights:
The procedures of the judiciary scum with regard to their detractor is
unmasking the regime
End of 2012, the Federal Court pronounced a ukase for re-incarcerating its basher
Gerhard ULRICH without having been heard by a court, betraying this its own
dogma:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu_mathys-e.pdf
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Obviously, the European Court of Human Rights did not object. The human
rights are the least of their concerns, in the greatest factory of injustice
worldwide. See:
www.worldcorruption.info/index_htm_files/gu-vucinic-e.pdf

Officials, having cooperated in this alliance for delivering pearls of jurisprudence,
by applying the Lex ULRICH at his costs:
- the «prosecutors» VD Eric MERMOUD and Yves NICOLET
- the cantonal «Judges» VD Joël KRIEGER, Fabienne BYRDE,
Bernard ABRECHT and Guillaume PERROT
- the federal «Judges» Hans MATHYS, Felix SCHOEBI and Laura
JACQUEMOUD-ROSSARI
- the European «Judge» Nebojša VUČINIĆ
They were joined by the «Judge» of imprisonment application VD Sabine
DERISBOURG.
ABRECHT and Co refused in a first step my conditional liberation,
notwithstanding my good conduct during my stay in prison, by the decision 473
AP11.012271-SPG of November 14 2011. They were disapproved by the federal
Judges MATHYS et al. by ATF 6B_825/2012 of May 8 2005.12 with the
justification that the Vaudois had based their decision on «presumptions and
suspicions». By decision 357 AP11.012271-SPG of July 7, 2012, ABRECHT and
partners in crime simply reiterated their «presumptions and suspicions», and
exactly the same federal «Judges» MATHYS, SCHOEBI and JACQUEMOUDROSSARI approved them by ATF 6B_451/2012 of October 29 2012, although
the situation had remained totally unchanged. ABRECHT and Co rejected my 3rd
request of liberation by decision AP13.006828-SDE of December 6 2013. This
way, they made me the honour to have me served my imprisonment sentence for
having criticized our Magistrates of 4 years as a political prisoner until the last
day.

In conclusion, ABRECHT, disguised as a socialist, is covering the corruption
in the Canton of Vaud and is actively participating in the repression of the
freedom of expression.
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